Abstract. We classify finite-to-one factor maps between shifts of finite type up to almost topological conjugacy.
Introduction
In [2] , shifts of finite type (SFT) were classified up to almost topological conjugacy. The purpose of this paper is to classify finite-to-one continuous factor maps between shifts of finite type. We consider two equivalence relations. The first is very strong: two maps are equivalent if they have the same range shift and they differ by a special kind of almost continuous change of variables in the domain; for a fixed range shift and a fixed generic cardinality of the fibre of the factor maps (a natural invariant), we get infinitely many equivalence classes. The second (more natural) equivalence relation allows the same kind of change of variables in the range (as well as in the domain) and gives only finitely many equivalence classes (for a fixed entropy class and generic cardinality of the fibre). For the latter classification, we reduce the problem to a group action problem which was solved by us in [1] . Our results are completely analogous to and were inspired by those of D. Rudolph [10] in the measure-theoretic category (i.e. classification of finite-to-one factor maps between Bernoulli shifts). Our work is basically a more concrete version of Rudolph's work. In particular, let T be a Bernoulli shift whose measure-theoretic entropy (log (A)) is the same as the topological entropy of an aperiodic SFT; then for any finite-to-one factor map of T, we construct (theorem 4.3) an equivalent (in the measure-theoretic sense) factor map w:2 A ->S B , where 2 B is an arbitrary aperiodic SFT of entropy log (A) and S A is some aperiodic SFT of entropy log (A). (In general, 2 A cannot be chosen arbitrarily.)
It would perhaps have been most natural for us to classify our factor maps with respect to continuous changes of variables (i.e. topological conjugacy) since, after all, our factor maps are continuous themselves. But the simplest case of this, when the factor maps involved are identity maps, reduces to the classical topological conjugacy problem for shifts of finite type-which is not yet solved satisfactorily.
For background, we basically refer to [2] . We use the notation 2 A for an SFT defined by 0-1 transition matrix A, cr A for the shift, and L A for the alphabet (or states or symbols) used. The notation i-*j indicates an allowable transition from symbol i to symbol / We assume that the reader is familiar with the definitions of irreducible (ergodic) and aperiodic (mixing) and also the graph-theoretic description of SFT's.
We shall be interested in continuous factor maps (i.e. onto, continuous, shiftcommuting maps) v. 2,4 -» S B between aperiodic SFT's. It is well known that every such map can be represented as a sliding block map which depends on finitely many coordinates. We shall frequently use the fact that every continuous factor map can be recoded to a one-block map (i.e. a sliding block map depending on only one coordinate: where IT* is some map v*:L A -*L B ).
The following is a basic fact: (if) follows from application of k-l a.e. to the measure of maximal entropy to obtain condition (2) of proposition 0.1.
•
The following characterizes maps which are constant-to-one. PROPOSITION Proof, (if) Set 0/ = i/>,, i = 1,2 and observe that the 0, must be onto since 1 E -has full entropy and t/f, are finite-to-one (proposition 0.1). Also, 1 E ' is aperiodic since i/», is 1-1 a.e. and S Al is aperiodic.
(only if) Let 0, and 0 2 be the maps that provide the A.T.C. over S fl . Now, define the map:
This is well-defined since the diagram (1) commutes. Since 2 D is aperiodic, so is its image <p(2 D ). Since the 0, are assumed to be 1-1 a.e., they are finite-to-one by proposition 0.3. Thus, <p is finite-to-one. So, <p(2 D ) has the same entropy as la, which is the same entropy as 1 Aj and X E (since the tfo and 0, are finite-to-one and onto). So, X E -= <p(1 D ) has maximal entropy in Z E ; since 2 E > is also aperiodic, it follows that S E . is an irreducible component of maximal entropy in 1 E .
Moreover the diagram:
commutes. Now, since 0; are 1-1 a.e. i = 1,2, it follows that t/f,|2 E . are 1-1 a.e. / = 1,2 as desired.
• Remarks, (i) The classification given above is completely effective since: (1) the construction of the fibred product is constructive (assuming by recoding that TT, and TT 2 are 1-block maps, then S E is the SFT with alphabet
and transitions (a,, a 2 )^{a\, aj) if and only if a,-»ai &n& a 2^> a' 2 )\ (2) the determination of irreducible components is constructive; and (3) there is a finite procedure for deciding whether or not a factor map is 1-1 a.e. (see [4, 3.4] ).
(ii) The generic cardinality of the fibre for a finite-to-one continuous factor map (which always exists (proposition 0.2)), is clearly an invariant of A.T.C. over J. B (i.e. if 7T, and TT 2 are A.T.C. over 1 B and TT, is fc,-to-l a.e. and v 2 is k 2 -to-\ a.e., then fe, = k 2 ).
(iii) From a measure-theoretic point of view, the factor map TT,: 2 A l -*• 1 B decomposes 2 A i as a skew-product over 1 B with fc-point fibres (where k is the generic cardinality of the fibre): namely, 1 Al can be written as 1 B x { l , . . . , k} and the shift a Ai can be represented as (2)) be chosen continuous and in fact depend on only finitely many coordinates (see [8] ). It follows then that the solution h to (3) (if it exists) must depend on only finitely many coordinates as well, and in fact (3) Proof. We may assume that IT is a 1-block map by the usual recoding argument.
Define X B . as follows: the alphabet of 2 B > is the set of all distinct unordered fc-tuples of symbols from L A with the same 7r-image: commutes.
Since n and p are finite-to-one and onto, so are i/^ and i/f 2 . So, if we replace 1. A ' by any one of its irreducible components of maximal entropy (which we will still call 2 A ) we can assume (by proposition 0.1) that 2 A -is irreducible and that <ii x and t/r 2 are finite-to-one and onto. Moreover, since p is 1-1 a.e. so is i/*,. So, the factor map i/f 2 is an almost topological extension of IT. It remains to show that i/> 2 is fc-to-1 But then the point u defined by }x, hi is also in 7r~1(p(w)); also u is not mutually separated from x (nor y); this contradicts the fact (proposition 0.2) that the inverse images of a doubly transitive point (in this case p(w)) are mutually separated. This completes the proof of lemma 2.2.
• One might ask for more than the preceding result yields: namely, if T T : S A -> 2 B is a fe-to-1 a.e. factor map, then can TT be written as where the (range of TT 2 ) = (domain of TT,) is an SFT and (i) 77, is k-to-l everywhere? or (ii) TT 2 is fc-to-1 everywhere? The following examples show neither of these to be true.
Example 1. Let 1 A be the SFT defined by the graph:
The labels on the edges define a factor map T T : S A -» 2 B where S B is the full 2-shift. The map is 2-1 a.e. since the collapsing of vertices (3 and y decomposes ir into a l-l a.e. map followed by a 2-to-l map.
However, if TT could be factored v = TT 2° TT X where TT X was 2-to-l everywhere, then every fibre of ir would have an even number of points. But Tr"^... 1111...) has 3 points. The m a p 7 r : 2 A -* 2 B is defined by 'dropping subscripts'. One easily sees that this m a p is 2-to-l a.e. Suppose that IT factored as TT = IT2°TT1
where 7r 2 was 2-to-l everywhere. Then, by proposition 0.4, ir 2 would be left closing. Then, -IT 1 must identify the following 2 pairs of points: Thus, 77, must identify all the points in the 7r-fibre of b =... bbb So, Tr 2 *{b) is a single point. But this contradicts the assumption that 7r 2 was 2-to-l everywhere.
Finally we remark that the direct product m a p of the factor maps 77 constructed in examples 1 and 2 provides an example of a 4-to-l a.e. m a p which cannot be factored: TT=IT2°ITX S O that either tr x or 7r2 is 4-to-l everywhere.
The weak relation: reduction to group actions
In this section, we reduce the classification of factor maps to the classification of certain group actions (theorem 3.1 below); this is very much analogous to [10]. However, our group actions are continuous, a fact that follows basically from theorem 2.1.
Let S A a n d 2 B be irreducible SFT's of the same entropy and let •JT:1 a -*1 b be a fc-to-1 everywhere factor m a p . As mentioned before ( § 1, remark (iv)), up to a topological conjugacy of ir, 2 A can be written as a continuous skew-product over 2 B and, in fact, the skewing function depends on finitely many coordinates; by recoding, we can actually assume that the skewing function depends on only two coordinates: i.e. where / is some function on 2-blocks taking values in S k (the symmetric group).
Finite-to-one factor maps
So Definition. Let G be a finite group and let 2 , and 2 2 be two SFT's, each with a Z x G action. We say that these two Z x G actions are almost topologically conjugate (A.T.C.) if there is another SFT 2 3 with a Z x G action and 1-1 a.e. continuous factor maps 2 3 -»2i and 2 3 -»2 2 which also commute with the G-actions.
The reason for our interest in group actions is the following: Proof, (only if) Let TT 1 and TT 2 be A.T.C. and let TT 3 : 2 A S -» SB, be the common almost topological extension of TT, and TT 2 . Clearly, TT 3 is fc-to-1 a.e. We may assume by theorem 2.1 that TT 3 is in fact fc-to-1 everywhere and that all maps TT U TT 2 , TT 3 are in the form (4) with 1 Al built with skewing function / over 2 B( .
We have the commutative diagram:
Since TT,, TT 2 and TT 3 are simply projections onto the first coordinate of (4), we have and
for some l u l 2 : £», -* S k . Clearly, /, and l 2 are continuous (since p h dj are). Now define e,:2^-»2^, e 1 (x,g) = ( Pl x,l i (x)g), and « 2 :2^-»2^, 0 2 (x, g) = (p 2 x, / 2 (x)g). We leave it to the reader to verify that 2.
is an A.T.C. of group actions.
For the converse, let S 3 be a common almost topological extension of £.", and 1^ (in the ZxS k category). We would like to produce a continuous factor map irj for which the full action is £ 3 . This is done as follows: we construct two equivalence relations on 2. 3 :
x ~ y if there exists g e S k such that gx = y, x*=y if there exists geS k such that gx = y and g( I) = I. (When we say g(l) = I, we are thinking of g acting on {I,..., n}.) Let and let TT 3 : 2 A J -» 2^ be the obvious map. One can verify that 1 A , and 2^ are indeed SFT's. Moreover, since the continuous factor maps S 3 -»S W , and S 3 -»S, 2 commute with the S k actions, they naturally induce 1-1 a.e. maps 0,, p u 0 2 , p 2 such that the diagram (5) above commutes, i.e. an A.T.S. between TT, and ir 2 .
• Finally, we mention that the work in this section can be viewed in a slightly more concrete manner: Namely, 1^ can be defined as the SFT whose alphabet is the set of ordered fc-tuples {b u ... ,b k ) where b u ...,b k are distinct elements of L A all with the same 7r-image, b in L B (the transition are the ones naturally inherited from 1 A ). In this setting, S k acts by permuting the ordering.
Construction of factor maps
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, together with theorem 4.2 below, will give an effective procedure for classifying finite-to-one factor maps between shifts of finite type up to A.T.C. In particular, for a fixed entropy class and a fixed generic cardinality of the fibre, we will show that there are only finitely many equivalence classes all defined by the algebraic invariants of [10] .
We first recall the results of [1] . Consider an irreducible SFT 2 C , with period We now restate this result in a slightly different form (similar to [10] ). First observe that, since the G-part of a Z x G action on 2 C commutes with the shift, H°c is a normal subgroup of G. Unfortunately, the SFT's we must consider may be reducible. However, they do satisfy a weaker property:
Definition. An SFT 2 C is non-wandering if it is a disjoint union of irreducible components. Note. In general, an SFT may have points that 'wander' from one component to another (see [2, p. 21 
]).
For any Z x G action on a non-wandering SFT, the G-part of the action acts on the set of irreducible components of the SFT. If this G action is transitive, we say that the Z x G action is G-transitive.
For a non-wandering SFT, 2 C . and a G-transitive Z x G action on 2 C , pick an arbitrary irreducible component Se of S c and let Gc = {g&G: g(2. c ) = ^cl-Define H°c and g c as H% and ge(resp.) where the latter are denned as above for the restricted Z x G c action on X c -Now, H°c = H c is normal in Gc, but not necessarily normal in G. However, g c e N We leave it to the reader (see [10] ), to see that the full action for a factor map between aperiodic SFT's of the same entropy satisfies the above hypothesis: i.e. £" is non-wandering and the full action is G-transitive. [7] for the notion of state splitting); here, each predecessor (in particular, i7,_ t ) of v is a predecessor of each of the new vertices, and each new vertex has exactly one successor, namely the successor that it represents.
before splitting after splitting
The SFT denned by this new graph is naturally conjugate to 1 B and the state i7,_, now has at least n successors. So, by a conjugacy, we have effectively reduced the length of the path 77. By continuing this inductively downward (shortening 77), we obtain an SFT conjugate to 1. B which has a state v with at least n successors and 2 predecessors. A complete splitting of v now gives us two distinct vertices v u v 2 each with at least n successors. Now, let 77' be a simple path in the denning graph of the new SFT which originates at a successor s of v x and terminates at v 2 .
We may assume that 17' does not pass through u, or any successors of v x (other than s). Again, we can do a complete splitting of v 2 and thereby effectively reduce the length of 77'; continuing inductively downward (shortening 77'), we can assume that v 2 is a successor of t>i. Now, a complete splitting of v 2 will provide u, with at least 2 n -l > w + l successors as desired.
We apply the lemma as follows. Let n be the order of H and write H = {h u ...,h n }.
Let m be the order of g in S k and let p be the order of gH in N{H)/H. By virtue of the lemma, we may as well assume that S B itself has a state v with at least n + 2 successors, s , , . . . , s n+2 . Moreover, using the aperiodicity assumption and replacing E B by some higher-block presentation (see [2, p. 13] ) of itself, we may assume that there exist cycles y u ..., y m a u a 2 such that:
(1) the initial edges of -y,,..., y n , a u a 2 are the edges vs u . . . , vs n+2 ; (2) the set of noninitial edges of y , , . . . , y m a u a 2 is disjoint from the set of initial edges; (3) the lengths of -y,,..., y n are multiples of m; and (4) the lengths of a,, a 2 are multiples of p by a pair of relatively prime numbers.
